
Beaded Fringe Shawl Pattern

Materials:

G hk or any size hk based on what yarn you use

Yarn- any yarn can be used, I used premier yarns cotton 

fair, fine weight (2), 52% cotton, 48% acrylic. I used 3 

different colors, about 6 oz needed.

Button

Sewing needle

Beads: I used bead landing craft beads I purchased at 

Michaels, work great with this yarn. If using a thicker yarn 

choose a bead with a larger center hole.

Scissors 

Body: 

Row 1: Ch 4, dc in first ch made, turn.

Row 2: Ch 3, dc in lp, ch 1, dc in same lp, turn.

Row 3: Ch 3, dc in first lp, ch 1, dc in same lp, ch 1, repeat 

in next lp, turn.

Row 4: Ch 3, dc in first lp, ch 1, dc in same lp, ch 1, dc in 



second lp, ch 1, repeat to end, turn.

**Continue with this sequence so the first and last loop of 

each row has 2 dc and each loop between them has 1 dc. 

The 2 dc at each end will help grow the triangle. Continue 

with the pattern until you reach the desired length you like. 

I made mine until the longest side measured approx. 54”. I 

used an entire ball, 3.5 oz. then about half a ball of the 

multi-colored ball (14 rows). 

Fringe:

Cut strands of yarn about 16” long. Insert your hk 

anywhere at the edge along the “V” shape. Fold a stand in 

half, put the loop end on the crochet hook underneath the 

stitch and pull through the yarn tails. 

Attaching beads:

Thread the yarn through a needle that will fit through your 

bead (you might have to thread them one stand at a time), 

then taking both strands make a knot under the bead. If 

your bead hole is too big, don’t worry! Thread the yarn one 

piece at a time through the bead then up and over through 

the bead again. Do this same technique on the other side 

and  knot under the bead. 

Attaching the button:

Count 30 spaces up from the bottom and insert hook. Take 



a long piece of yarn and fold in half then make 6 chains or 

however many need based on how big your button is. Sl 

into same space and finish off, weaving in ends. Count up 

30 spaces on the other side and sew on your button. 

Your done! Super cute right? Perfect any time of year 

depending on what type of yarn you use, very versatile!

Copyright: You are welcome to sell what you make with 

this pattern, please link with my blog. This pattern may not 

be resold or altered from it’s original form. Video tutorials, 

reposting photos or content from this pattern are also 

prohibited. 


